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The authoritative AAP Guidelines for Health Supervision III youâ€™ve relied on for years is

combined with the practical approach Bright Futures delivers. Now the authoritative AAP Guidelines

for Health Supervision III youâ€™ve relied on for years is combined with the practical approach

Bright Futures delivers. The result: an updated, highly efficient system to help you provide better

health care, save time, and keep up with changes in family, communities, and society that impact

childâ€™s health. The most current recommendations for the top 10 areas of child development Part

I is organized into 10 themes common to all stages of child development, with special emphasis on

2 new significant challenges: mental health and healthy weight. One volume with the most

up-to-date well-child supervision standards Part II focuses on specific guidance for each of 31

age-based health care visits. Each visit enumerates 5 priorities for that visit, including sample

questions and discussion points for both parent and child.
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This book is like the bible for pediatric physicals. It tells you exactly what to ask, including

developmentally and anticipatory guidelines for each visit. It is divided by each child visit age and it

is very helpful! If you want to work in pediatrics this book is a must have!

Very good resource for nurses and nurse practitioners working in a pediatric office setting. Stresses

education and anticipatory guidance for various age groups of pediatric clients and their families. I



am utilizing this book as a family nurse practitioner student. This was a required text for class.

I don't use this often, but when I want to get verbose information on how to treat children, this is my

go to book for well child information and how to understand the psyche of a child of various ages. It

has helped put me in the mentality of the child at a particular point in development. This is helpful in

relaying information to parents about development, safety, and expected behavior. It is just a bit too

verbose to be used daily, would be more useful in times when you want to delve a little deeper and

prepare for a patient in advance or when looking to benefit a patient you have been having trouble

connecting with.

many items and parameters are out of date with current guidelines. Book needs to be updates with

child safety for car seats, immunization schedules and treatment guidelines

Bright futures offers great information regarding development stages, appropriate screening, and

anticipatory guidance. I plan on using this book as a reference for a long time to come

I absolutely use this resource all the time. It provides the perfect balance between anticipatory

guidance and general information for each age group.

breaks things down in a easy to understand way. gives so much insight and information needed on

this journey. i would reccommend it.

This book helps me understand and interpret how a child responds to hospitalization and illness

based on their developmental stage.
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